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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

SAN ANTONIO DIVISION 
 
SHANNON PEREZ, et al.,    § 
  Plaintiffs,      § 
          § 
v.          §       CIVIL ACTION NO. 
          §  11-CA-360-OLG-JES-XR 
STATE OF TEXAS, et al.,    §             [Lead Case] 
  Defendants.      § 
_________________________________ 
 
MEXICAN AMERICAN     § 
LEGISLATIVE CAUCUS, TEXAS  § 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,  § 
  Plaintiffs,      §          CIVIL ACTION NO. 
v.          §  SA-11-CA-361-OLG-JES-XR 
          §          [Consolidated Case] 
STATE OF TEXAS, et al.,    § 
  Defendants.      § 
          §  
_________________________________   
 
TEXAS LATINO REDISTRICTING  § 
TASK FORCE, et al.,      § 
  Plaintiffs,      §   CIVIL ACTION NO. 
v.          §      SA-11-CA-490-OLG-JES-XR 
          §   [Consolidated Case]  
RICK PERRY,        § 
  Defendant.      § 
 
_________________________________  
 
MARGARITA V. QUESADA, et al.,  § 
  Plaintiffs,      § 
v.          §   CIVIL ACTION NO. 
          §      SA-11-CA-592-OLG-JES-XR  
RICK PERRY, et al.,      §   [Consolidated Case] 
  Defendants.      § 
 
_________________________________  
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JOHN T. MORRIS,      § 
  Plaintiff,       § 
v.          §   CIVIL ACTION NO. 
          §      SA-11-CA-615-OLG-JES-XR  
STATE OF TEXAS, et al.,    §   [Consolidated Case] 
  Defendants.      § 
 
_________________________________  
 
EDDIE RODRIGUEZ, et al.,    § 
  Plaintiffs,      § 
v.          §   CIVIL ACTION NO. 
          §      SA-11-CA-635-OLG-JES-XR  
RICK PERRY, et al.,      §   [Consolidated Case] 
  Defendants.      § 
 

QUESADA PLAINTIFFS’ ADVISORY TO THE COURT  
CONCERNING RECENT SUBMISSIONS  

BY THE UNITED STATES AND THE STATE OF TEXAS  
 

The Quesada plaintiffs submit the following clarification for the Court with respect to the 

submission of November 7, 2011, by the United States (Dkt. #504), entitled Statement of Interest 

of the United States with Respect to Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act (“U.S. November 7th 

Submission”), and the State of Texas’ Response filed on November 15, 2011. This clarification 

also explains the intended role of the illustrative (or demonstrative) partial map posted on the 

State’s RedAppl system as Plan C219, identified as DOJ Texas Congressional Illustrative Plan 

II.  

The timing of the United States’ submission lends itself to misinterpretation and 

misunderstanding of its intended purpose, exemplified by the State’s filing today which either 

misunderstands or mischaracterizes the United States filing.  As the United States explained in 

another recent filing—Statement of Interest of the United States under Section 5 of the Voting 

Rights Act of 1965 (Dkt. #475) (“U.S. October 28th Submission”)—the Court should not use the 
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enacted plan (Plan C185) in any way as the basis for a Court-drawn interim congressional plan: 

“[T]his Court must set aside the unprecleared plans and either draw up its own or accept one of 

the specific remedial proposals offered by the plaintiffs.” U.S. October 28th Submission at 6. 

I. The United States is not proposing Plan C219 for the Court’s use in conjunction with 
its development of an interim congressional plan. 

 
 The map attached at the end of Attachment B of the United States’ November 7th 

Submission is the same map as Plan C219 published on RedAppl.  It is expressly labeled an 

“illustrative” plan, both in the pleading in which it is referenced and on RedAppl itself.  The text 

of the submission which includes the map is careful to identify it as an “illustrative plan.”  See 

U.S. November 7th Submission at 15.  And the context of the discussion of that illustrative plan 

reflects that it is being offered as an “illustrative” or “demonstration” map in the same sense as 

the various plaintiff parties offered various “demonstration” maps in the liability phase of the 

September trial concerning Plan C185’s legal validity. That is, these kinds of maps, including the 

one now published as Plan C219, are proffered for no other purpose than to demonstrate that the 

first Gingles factor (concerning reasonable geographic compactness) in the Section 2 voting 

rights analysis can be satisfied. 

Such maps are not offered as proposals for consideration in connection with the 

development of Court-drawn interim maps. Indeed, as noted below, counsel for the United States 

stated as much today in a conversation with counsel for the Quesada plaintiffs.   They couldn’t 

be, because the illustrative, or demonstration, maps use the enacted plan as their template. That is 

how one of the essential elements of a Section 2 case is established—by demonstrating that a 

reasonably compact district meeting the Bartlett v. Strickland 50% threshold requirement can be 

satisfied, working from the enacted map that is under challenge. 
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The Plan C219 map demonstrates this very point. The template for its development is the 

enacted Plan C185, not the current Plan C100. The United States informed this Court only ten 

days earlier that Plan C185 cannot be used as the basis for a court-drawn interim plan.  Nothing 

in its more recent submission concerning Section 2 issues raised by Plan C185 suggests any 

retreat from the United States’ position of October 28th. Against this backdrop, then, it is clear 

that the United States is not suggesting in any way that Plan C219 be used by the Court as a basis 

for drawing an interim congressional plan. 

II. The United States has confirmed that Plan C219 is not an interim map proposal. 

This reading of the two recent United States submissions is confirmed by a conversation 

today between below-signed counsel (Mr. Hebert) and counsel for the United States (Mr. 

Mellett).  Counsel for the United States explained to counsel for the Quesada plaintiffs that the 

United States is not, and has not, submitted a proposal to the Court for use in conjunction with 

development of an interim congressional map. In this conversation, the United States’ counsel 

reaffirmed that Plan C219 is nothing more than a Section 2 demonstration map for purpose of 

analysis of Plan C185 under the first Gingles factor.  Thus, the State of Texas’ filing today 

stating that the DOJ’s “proposed redraw of the district correctly reflects the need to use the 

legislatively enacted plans as the starting point for any court-ordered revisions, interim or 

otherwise” (at page 3) is simply wrong and misstates the position of the United States 

Department of Justice.   

Conclusion 

 The illustrative plan denominated Plan C219 is directed at issues concerning the legality 

under Section 2 of Plan C185. It is not directed at the issues of how an interim congressional 

map should be designed in light of the absence of preclearance of Plan C185. 
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This clarification seems particularly important to avoid any unintended confusion about this 

point, confusion which could be created in light of the timing of the U.S. November 7th 

Submission. Plan C219 is not pertinent to the drawing of interim maps that the Court is currently 

undertaking. 

Respectfully submitted,  

             /s/ J. Gerald Hebert 
             J. GERALD HEBERT 
            191 Somervelle Street, #405 
            Alexandria, VA 22304 
            (703) 628-4673 
 
 
            Gerald Harris Goldstein  
            Donald H. Flanary, III 
            GOLDSTEIN, GOLDSTEIN &  HILLEY  
            Tower Life Building  

   310 S. St. Mary's, 29th Floor 
            San Antonio, TX 78205  
            (210) 226-1463  
            Fax: (210) 226-8367  
       

COUNSEL FOR PLAINTIFFS MARGARITA V.   
QUESADA, ET AL. 

 

 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE  

 
I hereby certify that on the 15th day of November, 2011, I electronically filed the foregoing 

using the CM/ECF system which will send notification of such filing to all counsel of record.  
Those attorneys not served via the CM/ECF system are being served via first-class, mail, postage 
prepaid. 
 
 
 
 

/s/ J. Gerald Hebert__ 
J. GERALD HEBERT 
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